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how to let people  
interact with  

buildings?

introduction | people perspective
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how do we want to work?



they decide.



millennials | why they decide

• born in the ‘80s and ‘90s 

• by 2020, millennials will make up 40-50% of the workforce   

• by 2025, 75% of the work force 

• real drivers of change



they are not like us.



digital natives | born this way



they order taxi’s on their smartphones 

they share houses and cars 

they shop online & experience in stores 

they choose their holidays, through the experiences of their friends… 

and they say: 

“….we work 90.000 hours of our lives…we want to work the way we live.”



Work becomes a behavior as opposite  
to a place. This means that anywhere  
in the world can become my  
corporate workspace.

Multiple locations

I can access my company data & 
software from any place, as long as 
I have a stable WiFi connection. 

In the cloud

I am always connected and used to 
organize my life in a smart way. 
And from all devices: mobile first.    

Smart & connected

I don’t need the office to get my 
work done. I do need the space to 
collaborate & connect.

Collaboration in space

I work flexible hours. I focus on 
the targets, not on ‘facetime’ and 
hate the 9-5 mentality. 

Flexible

I want autonomy, freedom and 
independence in my work. 

Independant

millennials | & work
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smart moving professional.



smart moving professional | workplace

they want to work smart & connected 

they want to be flexible 

they collaborate in space





Flex office!



this is not flex.



can we work here?

millennials | how they want to work



how can I help you?

millennials | how they want to work

Hi, my name is 
Dave. Do you 
have any 
questions about 
our office? 



can we book 40 workplaces for 9 months?

millennials | how they want to work



digital interface 
clients

dynamic realtime 
space mgt

flexible booking of small 
& large office space 

easy access

millennials | how they want to work

‘business is a booking’
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real estate is a booking.
and a form of ‘collaborative consumption’ 
shared, booked and paid by online platforms



this is not a booking
• what is the prize? 
• does it fit? 
• for 300 people? 
• when is it available? 
• what is the review? 
• give me service! 
• where can I book?

millennials | how they want to work



not only for small business
and here is why



300 places 
Jan 2016

225 places 
Sept 2016

50 places 
Dec 2016

450 places 
April 2017

flexibility | for companies

millennials | how they want to work
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the mobile workforce 
is shaping the corporate world



24

labour | freelancer economy



40%  
of the U.S. workforce will be independent workers by 2020





the rise of the supertemp
Increasingly, contractor positions  
are being held by the best and brightest.



freelancer economy | two leading trends

talent-matching  
platforms & 

co-working  
spaces



google trends | on co-working



300 places 
Jan 2016

225 places 
Sept 2016

50 places 
Dec 2016

450 places 
April 2017

corporate real estate |  
searches flexibility

millennials | how they want to work
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location 
independent 
network | for companies



“Companies such as Google, Amazon, Twitter,  
and half of the Fortune 500 offer their staff 

temporary spaces at Regus to hold meetings or to 
get work done on the road.” - Forbes magazine



we got to the place, 
now the space.



office.





connectivity | first 



wired score | example



wired score | example



designing co-working space



flexible  
social interaction
innovative.
also for large companies



servicing co-working space



easy access | is a service



easy invoicing | is a service



easy coffee | is a service



again a mix of technology: 

- sensors 
- apps 
- ibeacons 
- rfid 
- nfc 
- wifi 
- bluetooth (le) 
- etc 

needs such as: 

hospitality 
payments 
booking 
find people 
parking 
comfort 
coffee 
key 
news 
events 
pick up 
building info 

how to service  
people in  
buildings

service | gets more technology based



technology is cool

but people drive it

service | peoples business
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how to let people  
interact with  

buildings?

final | people perspective

• focus on needs of millennials 
• the mobile workforce 
• be uber flexible 
• totally digitally connected 
• and human at the same time
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thank you.


